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0
2

The following disclaimer is to be read contextually with and applies to the entirety of the information and contents 
of this document. You are therefore required to read this disclaimer page carefully before reading, accessing 
or making any other use of this document or taking any action on the basis of this document. In accessing this 
document, you agree to be bound by the following terms and conditions, including any modifications made to them 
from time to time. Soccer Coin Ltd (C 89400) (the ‘Company’) reserves the right to make changes to this Whitepaper 
and any other documents linked to the DLT Asset it is developing to be named SoCo, and/or the holding and use of 
SoCo. The publication, distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper does not imply an offer to the public of any 
kind. Should the Company undertake an offer to the public of SoCo at any time in the future, it shall do so only after 
having complied with all applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules. The Whitepaper’s sole scope is to provide 
information on the various projects which the Company would like to prospectively engage in.

This Whitepaper mentions certain features of a DLT Asset (‘SoCo’) which the Company is currently developing, 
however the contents of this Whitepaper in no way shall be construed as being an invitation to participate in a 
public offering, or some kind of offer to the public of such DLT Asset. As of the date of this Whitepaper, no regulatory 
authority has examined or approved any of the information set out in this Whitepaper. Neither has the Company 
applied for any registration of a Whitepaper in terms of any law, and it is to be understood that in the event that a 
future version of the Whitepaper is registered, the Whitepaper’s terms shall prevail over any information provided 
in this Whitepaper version . This Whitepaper is explicitly designed as a document laying down information on the 
prospective operations of the Company and is merely meant to provide you with additional information on the 
Company’s planned project, as well as on SoCo’s Token Economy and SoCo’s functionality.

This Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or an offering document of any sort; neither does it constitute 
or form part of any opinion or any advice to sell, or any recommendation or solicitation of any offer to purchase 
SoCo. Nor shall this Whitepaper, or any part of it, or the fact of its presentation, form the basis of, or be relied upon, in 
connection with any contract or investment decision.

The Company does not guarantee that the functionalities of SoCo or the SoccerCoin Platform will be delivered or 
realised. No information in this Whitepaper is to be considered as business, legal, financial or tax advice regarding 
the Company or SoCo. 
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INTRODUCTION

SoccerCoin aims to unlock the potential of blockchain technology in the sports 
business. With the first cryptocurrency addressed to mass adoption in the sports 
industry as the fuel, we are building an ecosystem that connects the fans with their 
beloved sports teams via the blockchain. 

The SoccerCoin ecosystem is our vision for the future of fan engagement in 
sports. Built as a platform with multiple functions and integrations operating on 
the basis of blockchain technology and smart contracts, the ecosystem aims 
to offer sports teams direct contact with their fan community, allowing sports 
businesses to create new revenue streams for their clubs through tokenization of 
fan engagement.

As one of the first solutions addressed to the sports industry, the SoccerCoin ecosystem 
allows sports teams to connect with their fans, communities and audiences and 
create new recurring revenue streams. Membership tokenization through Fan 
Tokens bringing direct involvement of fans into the life of their team. This is achieved 
by functions SoccerCoin provides like voting, disrupting sports collectibles through 
unique NFTs, and revolutionising the market with smart ticketing solutions. 
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02
MOTIVATION

Sports teams are businesses and this means they need to make money. The 
current key revenue streams are TV rights deals, commercial revenues and 
matchday revenues. The tickets subject has been affected extremly for all sports 
over the last year and developing new ways to monetise the fans has become 
a key trend to further grow the sports business. Moreover, traditional non-online 
methods like fan shops and ticketing have now moved to the second row, forcing 
sports teams to think about new methods of monetising fan engagement.

In our research conducted for football (or otherwise called soccer), we discovered 
that during the last two seasons all sports teams have become more dependent 
on TV rights, with the importance of these incomes increasing by 18%. According to 
Deloitte, only the most important 20 European clubs missed out more than 2 billion 
Dollars in revenues caused by the absence of fans due to the pandemic. Based 
on Statista, there are 1.6 billion football fans worldwide and around 4 billion people 
worldwide interested in sports, and it became crucial for sports businesses to 
search for methods to monetise their fan base. 

The interest in sports has never faded away, as fans have continued watching their 
favourite sports clubs or teams on television and engaging with them through 
social media. Leveraging fan engagement is way attractive from the business 
perspective now, creating new recurring revenue streams using technology is 
mainstream now. SoccerCoin efforts focus on creating an ecosystem to allow the 
monetisation of this interest while solving actual problems of sports businesses. 
Allowing the fans and communities to involve more in the life of their favourite 
team is the heart of the ecosystem, and creating a multi-function platform 
operating on blockchain technology is the easiest way to unleash the full potential 
of fan engagement.
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The Digital Currency for Sports 
Business
The new mean of payment of the sports world. A digital currency to 
allow payments between sports teams and fans as membership, 
ticketing, merchandise and even more than that. By paying with 
SoCo anywhere the favoured sports club is getting a part of 
the fees. Use SoCo to support your sports team in the best way 
possible.

The Real Revolution of Fan 
Tokens
Unleash fan engagement through Fan Tokens. Allow sports teams 
to monetise their audiences while giving voting and involvement 
power to their fans. Connect smaller sports with their audiences 
and allow them to do crowdfunding with their fan base. 

The Next Generation of Sports 
Collectibles – NFTs
NFTs are non-fungible tokens which fundamentally represent 
unique asset ownership. This means sports clubs can create a new 
digital type of collectibles, but also bring real life sports collectibles 
to blockchain in order to create new types of revenue streams.

Smart Ticketing System based 
on Blockchain
Changing the game for ticketing by leveraging the power of 
blockchain technology. Additional revenue streams by using 
blockchain ticketing, eliminating black markets, fake tickets and 
maximising the control and health safety needs.

Security Tokens for the sports 
industry
Decentralisation of sports allows fans to own a part of their 
favourite sports club projects while allowing sports businesses 
to liquidate their assets.This instrument makes crowdfunding for 
stadium building or other sports teams needs possible. To do this 
together with the fan base can reset the sports world.

To do so, our statement is to help the sports world with the following:
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OVERVIEW

We believe that our understanding of technology, blockchain and sports business 
will help the sports teams to grow and expand their relationship with their fan base 
while also addressing well-known problems in the sports industry. Let us try to 
resume the challenge we are trying to solve:

Finding new revenue streams to complement the traditional ones. Sports teams 
are directly affected by any major world event. Sports will always thrive through 
their fans, and, due to unforeseen circumstances as the pandemic, their incomes 
are directly affected both in amounts and percentages. Being dependent on only 
a few revenue streams is one of the issues SoccerCoin addresses to in the sports 
industry.

Fan engagement is far from being accomplished properly. Fans want to be 
actively involved in the life of their team and most sports teams do not offer this 
kind of tools for their fans at this moment. Finding new methods for monetising 
fan engagement is one of the key elements that could disrupt the current revenue 
types of sports teams as we know them.

Liquidity needs for sports teams. Investors and owners of different teams are 
seeking to share their assets in order to gain liquidity. Furthermore, listing a sports 
team in the stock exchange is not so common. Issuing Security Tokens for sharing 
equity or releasing debt securities through blockchain would solve the liquidity 
needs.

Collectibles in sports evolve and not all sports teams keep up. Times are 
changing and fans want different types of items to collect. More and more sports 
are moving their collectibles to blockchain. Allowing sports teams to use the power 
of blockchain for distributing new types of collection items in a decentralized 
manner also means a new revenue stream from royalty fees.
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Ticketing aftermarket and fraud. Even if technically advanced, ticketing systems 
have their own flaws. Furthermore, the aftermarket of tickets is an industry from 
which only certain individuals benefit, and not the sports teams. The solution for this 
comes with the blockchain, where tickets can be associated with a non-fungible 
unique token that can be transferable in certain conditions, can not be replicated 
and may bring royalty fees from reselling.

Too many centralized payment systems redirect the profits outside sports. 
There are various payment systems connected to the sports teams serving 
different sports teams but none of them redirects the profits to the sports world. 
Furthermore, cashback or coupon systems are present in sports but inefficient. 
Using blockchain technology all the loyalty fees and coupons can be automated 
and redirected to sports or charity, depending on the users choices.

SoccerCoin proposes an ecosystem to help sports teams solve these problems 
while helping them to monetise their fan base. Due to the technical challenges the 
sports teams would face integrating such solutions in their daily activity, the suite 
of products in the ecosystem will be turnkey delivered by the SoccerCoin company, 
looking to build an open network solution where the community can contribute in a 
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The SoccerCoin Platform will be developed as a decentralized application and 
web platform. By giving fans and communities the ability to crowd-manage their 
favoured teams, we believe that clubs can activate and monetise their audience 
to create new recurring revenue streams. 

SoccerCoin’s value proposition is bolstered by SoCo. As the native cryptocurrency 
of the ecosystem, SoCo can be used for payments, receiving and redeeming 
loyalty rewards, discounts, access to bundles, buying and trading NFTs, access 
to polls, auctions and the entire set of activities a club rewards its audience with. 
Furthermore, if the sports team decides to create its own Fan Token, it will be 
placed in the centre of the newly created economy, redirecting all the fruits. 

PLATFORM 
FEATURES

Empowering Payments
The SoCo Token will be used as a payment method in the relationship 
between fans and sports teams. Furthermore, SoCo will be 
implemented through partners as a payment method for all types 
of merchants, granting discounts and loyalty rewards meant to be 
redirected to the sports clubs the users select.

Fan Tokens 
Fan Tokens represent branded cryptographic assets with the name 
of the sports club they prefer. By issuing a Fan Token, the clubs are 
connecting with their fan groups, granting them access to voting 
power for important decisions, special items and bundles, priority in 
ticketing, access to unique NFT collectibles and access to the special 
group of owning supporters. The Fan Tokens will also serve as a 
payment method for club related items and activities, granting special 
discounts and more revenues for the issuing club.
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Collectibles 
The future of collectibles is now represented by blockchain or hybrid 
assets, meaning that besides the actual collectibles in physical forms 
(t-shirts, balls, cards etc), they are also represented on the blockchain 
as an NFT. One important feature of SoccerCoin’s ecosystem is 
addressed to sports-related NFTs, allowing the teams to issue and 
distribute collectibles of all types to their fans. Even if we are speaking 
about blockchain only assets or backed by physical ones, our aim is 
to build the bridge between the supporters and the issuers as their 
sports clubs.

Ticketing 
The ticketing feature aims to revolutionise the actual problems of 
ticketing systems in sports. By using the blockchain, the tickets can 
not be faked anymore. All tickets will be represented by a non-
fungible token and will be freely tradeable and transferable inside the 
ecosystem granting a royalty fee for the issuer which is, in this case, 
the sports team. The ticketing module will be very similar to a normal 
ticketing system with adding self-destroying non-fungible tokens that 
represent the ticket on the blockchain. By reselling the tickets, the fees 
associated with the transaction will generate revenue for the sports 
club. 

Security Tokens 
The Security Tokens module allows sports clubs to issue Security 
Tokens for various needs they have: raising money for a new stadium, 
liquidating a part of equity involving their fans as shareholders, 
funding a new youth team and many more. The Security Token will 
be the equivalent of traditional security bringing the same type of 
benefits: voting, dividends or coupons. SoccerCoin aims to unify the 
sports clubs with their fans in the real sense. 
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2

Ecosystem components

The following products will constitute the SoccerCoin ecosystem:

SoccerCoin Platform – the platform for sports teams or individuals to 
create and easily manage their own Fan Tokens. It will allow clubs to 
engage with their fan base through contests, polls, gamification and 
membership tokenization. The SoccerCoin Platform will represent a web 
app addressed to the sports business to manage their fan base and 
will be governed by SoccerCoin. 

SoccerCoin Exchange Module – the exchange module will be the 
launchpad for launching the Fan Tokens, all of them being paired with 
SoCo. It will also be used as the place to start up the crowdfunding for 
Fan Tokens (Initial Token Offering) for any type of sports business and 
will also contain an order book layer where people can directly trade or 
change their tokens to SoCo.

SoccerCoin App – the mobile (and desktop) application addressed to 
the end consumers, the fans. The entire ecosystem is thought mobile-
first, with a special accent on simplicity. The app comes along with 
main functionalities such as:
Wallet: storing SoCo, Fan Tokens, NFT collectibles
Exchange: swap tokens with SoCo
Ticketing: buy tickets and resell
Merchandise: get access to special bundles
Voting: take part in the life of the team and any other form of 
communication with the club

Furthermore, the NFT module will be a central part of the mobile app, offering 
gallery-like display functions of all NFTs directly on the mobile. All the payments 
done with SoCo will be measured and the fans will be able to redirect the 
transaction fees to the clubs as well as the loyalty rewards. In regards to the 
wallet functions, the clients will be able to store their SoCo, Fan Tokens and NFTs 
collectibles but also tickets on the blockchain.
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SoccerCoin NFT Platform

A. Collectibles: In regards to the collectibles side, the sports teams will
have access to a layer that allows them to mint and sell or airdrop NFTs
made from different types of moments. Fans will also have the right to
subscribe to their preferred moments to be transformed in NFTs, and
clubs will do voting sessions to choose the moments to be transformed
in NFTs. All the royalty fees associated with the transaction of these
cross-chain NFTs will be transferred to the sports teams and this will
generate a revenue stream for the clubs and a huge satisfaction for the
fans. The NFTs minting will be done on a public blockchain, with cross-
chain capabilities, and the transactions of these NFTs will be done on a
well known NFTs marketplace.

B. SoccerCoin SmartTicketing module – The NFT layer will allow sports
teams to both mint NFTs as collectibles and as tickets. All tickets will be
represented by a non-fungible token and will be freely tradeable and
transferable inside the ecosystem granting a royalty fee for the issuer
which is, in this case, the sports team. The ticketing module will be very
similar to a normal ticketing system with adding self-destroying non-
fungible tokens that represent the ticket on the blockchain. By reselling
the tickets, the fees associated with the transaction will become
revenue for the sports club.

SoccerCoin STO Module – The Security Token layer will be represented 
from a Security Token Issuance platform. The two use-cases for this 
will be the issuer and the buyer module. The issuer module will contain 
all the details about the investors and the received investments, KYC, 
token holders and any other admin roles, whilst the buyer module will 
represent a full cycle to validate identity, KYC, AML, funds depositing and 
wallet for the Security Tokens. Depending on the token model (debt, 
equity, hybrid), the Security Token platform can distribute profits or debt, 
keep accountability, and act as the cap management table.

4

5
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Architecture summary 

The architecture is composed from 4 layers (see fig.1): 

› Application layer: user front-end and mobile applications
› Service layer: processing all applications requests and execute any

business logic
› Repository layer: storing information
› Integration layer: endpoints and services for integration with external systems

such as the ticketing systems, payment systems (Visa, FIAT on/off ramps),
exchanges and others.

Also, there is a special software module executing operations on Binance Smart 
Chain as a set of smart contracts that provides smart tokens functionality: 
› SoCo Tokens
› Fan Tokens
› NFT Tokens
› Exchange based on DeFi smart contracts

The current version of the Whitepaper contains only high-level views and analysis 
of the technologies which can be used for creating the SoccerCoin ecosystem. 
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Application layer 

Authentication 
The ecosystem will allow the authentification on both centralised and 
decentralized ways:
› Wallet with basic authentication by login/password
› Wallet Pro with authentication by user local keystore – metamask, trustwallet etc.

In the case of basic authentication, SoccerCoin will create a cloud wallet for the 
user. The key is encrypted by user password and stored in the cloud on SoccerCoin 
project servers in a centralized manner. When a user authenticates then he unlocks 
the key for his account and the server generates a JSON web token (JWT) for the 
wallet app to authorise operation during the session.

In the case of Pro authentication, the user is logging in with his decentralized wallet, 
having the key stored locally on the user device. The user will have an account 
linked with the wallet on the SoccerCoin ecosystem, but the wallet will be operated 
by himself. From the security perspective, it’s the most secure possible way, but 
it requires proficiency and knowledge from the user. Also, since the private key is 
stored as the only instance on user’s device, if the user lost his device or forgets the 
password, he will not be able to restore access to his wallet.

In both types of authentification, each operation will be signed in with a private 
key. In the basic case, the wallet app sends requests to the server where they are 
signed and sent to blockchain. In the Pro authentication case, the sign request will 
be done through the wallet app and it will be sent directly to Binance Smart Chain.

External Wallet API 
The external wallet API is a JavaScript front-end library, which is embedded into all 
the front-end applications. It provides with all the logic required for manipulating 
securely with the private key stored within the local keystore and also it allows 
sending requests directly to the blockchain. The external wallet API is based on 
Binance Smart Chain and uses an wallet SDK as the gateway to many popular 
wallets such as MetaMask, TrustWallet, Portis or others. 
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Service layer 

REST API 
All applications requests are processed by the REST-API built using Java Spring. 
Every request is authorised by a JWT-token which sets user rights in the ecosystem. 
The REST-API delegates requests to internal microservices through GRPC and DTO 
(Data Transfer Objects). 

Blockchain API microservice 
All the interactions and exchange of data and requests are performed by 
the blockchain API microservice which provides an universal interface for any 
component of the SoccerCoin Platform to get data or send requests into Binance 
Smart Chain. Business requests are signed by keys storing in Cloud private 
Keystore. The blockchain API is based on https://github.com/binance-chain/ 
java-sdk.

Auth microservice 
User identification, the unlocking of the encrypted private keys, JWT-token 
issues and secure processing are provided by the AUTH microservice done with 
Keycloack. The auth microservice is the universal gateway for the access matrix in 
the ecosystem, securely storing secret access elements such as private keys.

Application business logic microservice 
All Business logic processing and implementation are encapsulated within the app 
business logic microservice. It covers the following functions: 
› providing wallet data secure CRUD (create-read-update-delete) operations
› interaction with blockchain smart contracts
› personal account operations
› buying & selling tokens
› loyalty program operations
› interaction with KYC, AML services
› interaction with payment system services
› interaction with smart ticket service
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Repository layer 

Operation databases 
Every microservice uses the MongoDb operational database for storing permanent 
and temporary data. MongoDB provides high-performance data persistence. In 
particular, support for embedded data models reduces I/O activity on database 
systems and indexes support faster queries and can include keys from embedded 
documents and arrays. 
Also, it is well known that blockchain ledger access to the state is slow. To solve this, 
we are creating an indexing and caching index that enables fast-search and read 
access to all the blockchain information. Postgres DB is a powerful, open-source 
object-relational database system with over 30 years of active development and a 
strong reputation for reliability, feature robustness, and performance. 

Secret storage 
The secure cloud storage of secret information such as private keys and login data 
will be done using Hashicorp Vaults. 
Vault comes with various pluggable components called secrets-engines and 
authentication methods allowing you to integrate with external systems. The 
purpose of those components is to manage and protect your secrets in dynamic 
infrastructure (e.g., database credentials, passwords, API keys). 

Integration layer 
Various technologies have been around that promise to solve the integration 
goals. We all concluded that messaging and microservice architecture are the 
technologies that carry the greatest promise. 
Our approach is to  wrap all the special external system calls into microservices 
with domain-specific interfaces. Other services access the external systems 
through this Gateway, which translates the simple method calls into the 
appropriate specialized API. 
There are the following external systems at the moment: 
› Payment systems, payment gateways for equiring and buying tokens
› KYC/AML system
› Smart Ticketing system
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The blockchain-based SoccerCoin ecosystem has its own native currency, the 
SoCo Token. All the interactions with and within the ecosystem are done through 
SoCo Token, with SoCo being the Utility Token of the entire ecosystem.

SoccerCoin will create an open-source BEP20 compliant token with a fixed supply. 
SoccerCoin Token (SoCo Token) is a Utility Token and ownership of SoCo Token 
does not confer any right or entitlement other than the ability to contribute and use 
the SoccerCoin Platform.

SoCo Usage
SoccerCoin ecosystem users will have a number of benefits for holding and 
transacting with SoCo Tokens. As the token will be the fuel of the platform, all 
functions performed within will be with SoCo Tokens. Furthermore, SoCo Tokens will 
be implemented as a payment method in relation to sports clubs, and from the 
fees generated by the interactions between the actors a part will be redirected to 
the club. We aim to integrate SoCo as a widely-used payment method through 
payment merchants in order to generate revenues to be redirected to the 
preferred team. 

› Pricing and exchange medium for all the services offered on the platform
› Trading base for Fan Tokens / SoccerCoin
› Priority to Fan Token Offerings
› Early access to NFT sales and drops
› Discounted platform service fees
› Community moderation and voting

SOCO TOKEN
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Ecosystem 
27%

Strategic Sale 
21%

Marketing 
10%

T&A 
12%

Public Sale 
10%

Sports Incentive 
20%

Platform monetisation and Token 
Economy
The economy created in the ecosystem sustains the permanent growth of SoCo 
Token. With it as the main currency for the whole ecosystem and the trading base 
for the Initial Fan Token Offering plus the other mentioned functions, the demand 
for the token from the users is guaranteed. 
Furthermore, from the sports teams perspective, for connecting and using the 
SoccerCoin ecosystem to engage its fan audience will also require to own SoCo 
Tokens. Using the Fan Token Launchpad, sports NFT Launchpad or the Smart 
Ticketing System will be conditioned by staking tokens from the sports teams 
perspective.

Token distribution
The total amount of the SoccerCoin Token (SoCo) is set at 1,6 billion, and the 
distribution is as follows:
1. T&A: 12%, Core Team and Advisors facilitating new partnerships
2. Marketing: 10%, Marketing purposes
3. Ecosystem: 27%, Staking, farming, incentives and business development
4. Strategic Sale: 21%, Seed and private investors
5. Public Sale: 10%
6. Sports Incentive - Soccercloud: 20%, To be released  according to certain
milestones decided by the token holders
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Ecosystem Growth 
22%

Liquidity and Exchanges 
25%

Legal and Licensing 
8%

Product Development 
45%

Funds Allocation

From the total funds raised from the initial sale of SoCo Token, 
the funds will be allocated as follows:

1. Product Development: 45%
2. Legal and Licensing: 8%
3. Ecosystem Growth: 22%
4. Liquidity and Exchanges: 25%
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60

Ecosystem Private Marketing T&A

Unlocking Schedule

Release details: 
T&A: 12%: Cliff 6 months, 10% release, then 15% each 6 months
Marketing: 10%: 20% unlocked at TGE, then 5% unlock each month
Ecosystem: 27%: 20% unlocked at TGE, 10% every 3 months unlock
Strategic Sale: 21%: 9% Seed with unlocking schedule: 1 year cliff, 30% unlock 
after 1 year and then 10% each 3 months, and 12% Private Investors with unlocking 
schedule: 7.5% unlocked, then 15.41% each 3 months
Public Sale: 10%: Public Option 1 fully unlocked, Public Option 2 with 10% unlocked 
and 10% linear unlock monthly
Sports Incentive - Soccercloud: 20%: To be released  according to certain 
milestones decided by the token holders
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ROADMAP

The SoccerCoin project is promoted both through the product and the business, 
aiming to build a turnkey solution for transforming fan engagement to recurring 
revenue streams for sports clubs. The project planning has started in 2018. Since 
then SoccerCoin has conducted market research focused on football, but not 
ignoring other sports. In the meanwhile, the SoccerCoin team has identified the real 
challenges of the sports industry.

Business Plan

2021 - Q1: 
› Product and concept ideation;
› Verticals defining and competition analysis;
› Ecosystem architecture.

2021 - Q2: 
› Tokenomics design and use cases;
› Design go-to-market strategy;
› SoccerCoin Platform and modules design.

2021 - Q3: 
› SoccerCoin Platform beta developments;
› NFT campaign plannings;
› Strategic product partnerships;
› Smart Contract development.

 2021 - Q4: 
› SoccerCoin Platform design and user story definitions;
› Platform development continuation;
› Start of presentations to a closed user group of decision makers in sports;
› System Architecture setup according to definitions.

2022 - Q1: 
› SoccerCoin Platform beta launch (staging) and internal testing;
› R&D of application iOS and Android;
› Setup of third-party service provider integrations;
› Negotiations with athletes and clubs for NFT collection launches.
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2022 - Q2: 
› SoCo Platform launch;
› NFT campaign launches;
› Implementation of communications strategy and development

of community management;
› IVFAO preparations;
› System and Smart Contract auditing;
› R&D Metaverse applications.

 2022 - Q3: 
• SoCo Token Launch and Exchange listing;
• Development of SoccerCoin Plattform Version 2, iOS and Android SoccerCoin App;
• Mainstream marketing push;
• Metaverse application development.

2022 - Q4: 
• Development of additional SoCo Token use cases;
• First Fan Token launch;
• Launch of iOS and Android SoccerCoin App and Metaverse application;
• Introduction of fan engagement features like badges, blogposts, chats;
• Additional fan engagement R&D;
• R&D Smart Ticketing solution.

2023 – Q1: 
• Interactive fan engagement via blockchain voting and polling sessions, quizzes;
• NFT and Fan Tokens raffles and giveaways;
• Additional Fan Tokens and NFT trophy campaigns;
• Smart Ticket solution development.

2023 – Q2: 
• Development of additional fan engagement use cases;
• First Smart Ticketing campaign launch;
• Implementation in the system of various types of partners.

2023 – Q3: 
• Sport business partner integrations;
• Partners knowledge base introduction.

2023 – Q4: 
• Smart Ticketing integrations with additional third parties;
• Additional sport business partner integrations.
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07
The SoccerCloud represents a not-for-profit foundation dedicated to the 
advancement of social and ecological responsibility in sports by observing and 
enhancing numerous UN-Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The key principle 
of the SoccerCloud is to give back and compensate for whatever natural resources 
we consume and to address social challenges. Sports belong to the fans and 
communities and we are looking that everyone contributes automatically to make 
the world a better place by being part of the SoccerCoin project.

The 20% tokens attributed to the SoccerCloud in the tokenomics chapter will 
only be released after 2 years and based on certain milestones chosen by the 
community of SoCo owners. The mission is to provide reliable projects having a 
strong impact on social and ecological projects, while observing with the sports 
fans the actual challenges of our human society and therefore give the fans a 
voice how the tokens will be released and for which projects they will be used for. 

The SoccerCloud mission is to support projects which are… 
› improving the equality between smaller sports clubs and bigger ones
› supporting social projects in various areas of sports
› enabling active athlete protection
› actively contributing to a healthier world
› protecting the environment and diversity of our planet
› stopping corruption and fraud
› fighting poverty

SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBLITY

›
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The evaluation of viable projects as well as the definition of the timeline and 
milestones to release the 20% tokens attributed to the SoccerCloud will begin 1 
year after the Token Generation Event.
UN-Sustainable Development Goals enhanced by the SoccerCloud:
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Andreas Heigl 
The owner, founder and visionary of SoccerCoin is a self-made 
man in the international real estate business. With his IT and 
finance know-how, he founded SoccerCoin to establish a 
sustainable concept for the world of sports, which at the same 
time contributes to solving social and environmental challenges.

CLO
The SoccerCoin-CLO, is responsible for Legal and HR. Has 
extensive experience in these areas through previous 
engagements in the successful development and management 
of international corporations and a variety of companies.

CSO
The SoccerCoin-CSO, primarily takes responsibility for Sales and 
Service structures. Has extensive experience in managing the 
necessary processes in these areas through the work for various 
international corporations.

CTO
Profound experience in the software development business 
gathered through different roles (software engineer, consultant, 
project manager, delivery lead) in projects covering topics such 
as IoT, data science and AI, augmented reality, or DevOps. 

08
TEAM
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Project Advisors

Jessica Borg  
VFA Agent
Grant Thornton

Wayne Pisani  
VFA Agent
Grant Thornton

Russel Camillere 
Tax Advisor
Grant Thornton

Nial Murray
Digital Payment 
System Advisor
Salamantex, Charry 
Network. 

Artem Trofymenko 
Compliance Advisor
Renowned legal 
advisor in the crypto 
space

Sorin Diaconu
Product Advisor
GeoRanker, 
CryptoCoin 
PRO, ProgramDDB.ro

Peter Oskar Miller
Security Advisor
HXS, Ubit, GO-IT, WKO

Martin Reiss
Strategic Advisor
International Sports 
Management 
Professional 

Sergiu Draganus 
NFT Advisor
Serial entrepreneur 
and blockchain 
Investor

Ali Omer Horzum  
CEO TokenSuite 
Smart Contracts & 
Community Management
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SOCCERCOIN’S 
OFFICIAL VFA AGENT

Partners

Grant 
Thornton 
Limited




